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Last edited on 3rd October 2014 at 03:20 AM. Reason: Awarded WSO OF The Day
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 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Reserved for FAQs

Q - Are there any OTOs?

A - Yes there are 2 of them 
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Join Date: 2013
Posts: 101
Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts

The first OTO is a extensive continuation of the main course. and is priced at a very
low low $9
The second is a special half offer that I am going to leave as a huge surprise.

Q - Is the course complete or do I need to buy the OTOs to make it work?

A - The course is complete all by itself and the OTOs enhance it and make it even
stronger.

Q - Is this paid traffic?

A - It's Free traffic and nearly unlimited. One method I give you'd have to pay about $15 to start our,
but would get that back right away with sales. All others are completely free.

Q - How much can I make per Month using this traffic.

A - I'm talking about sources that have millions of unique and targeted traffic in any niche you can
imagine. So, the amount of money you make is dependent on how well your pages convert and
your action.

Q - How long are the course videos?

A - The videos area bout 10 to 15 minutes each and total run time is about an hour and 10 minutes.

Q - How long is the pdf?

A - The PDF Transcript is 61 pages long and also contains the important images as well I put it together myself so
there would be nothing lost.

Q - How soon to have this up and running?

A - You can go through everything and be up and running today and bringing traffic today.

Last edited on 2nd October 2014 at 06:23 AM. Reason: More Questions and Answers
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 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

First, I must mention that I was given a review copy for this, but am I ever glad I was one of the few to get it! Red Hot
Traffic Firestorm starts really good but what surprised me is that it just keeps on getting better and better as it goes
right up until the end! 

If you are in the IM world you need traffic, period. You must be aware of all these very cost effective ways to get tons
of eyeballs to your offer because without it, let's face it, you are leaving money on the table.

I would jump on this one before the price rises up, just the last technique alone is worth more than the price of the
entire course itself! 

Highly recommended!

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to MrJp For
This Useful Post:

smjconet
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Posts: 84
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 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Michaels past WSO was full of valuable information so I decided to purchase this one as well. I am VERY
impressed with this WSO. I don't want to reveal too much in this review, but video 4 is a traffic method I haven't
used but can see the potential in it so I will begin using it ASAP. 

If anyone else is tired of SEO and constantly losing all your rankings, I would pick this up. It's worth MUCH more
than the price Michael is selling it for.
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Location: Las Vegas, NV
Posts: 14
Thanks: 1
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 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

I have to say Michael has done it again! I was lucky enough to receive a review copy of this and I must say Wow!
While at first glance the methods in this WSO seem like the same methods everybody talks about, what makes this
unique is that Michael shows you a way to use these methods effectively and he shows you what other marketers
don't, the right way! If you're on the fence about getting this, don't waste another minute because the bonuses alone
are worth ten times the cost. Thanks Michael!

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to blitzbc For
This Useful Post:
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War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2009
Location: Orlando FL
Posts: 444
Thanks: 269
Thanked 194 Times in 136

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Bought for same reason as probably most people will. Tired of losing SEO rankings and wasting money. This is
very comprehensive, worth a lot more than Michael is charging and can already see this will help my business and
grow my lists.

Thanks! Shane
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Posts: 101
Thanks: 110
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 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by MrJp 
First, I must mention that I was given a review copy for this, but am I ever glad I was one of the few to get it!
Red Hot Traffic Firestorm starts really good but what surprised me is that it just keeps on getting better and
better as it goes right up until the end! 

If you are in the IM world you need traffic, period. You must be aware of all these very cost effective ways to
get tons of eyeballs to your offer because without it, let's face it, you are leaving money on the table.

I would jump on this one before the price rises up, just the last technique alone is worth more than the price
of the entire course itself! 

Highly recommended!

Thank you so much for the kind words. I really worked hard on this. Over an hour of solid training in the vidoes

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bryan Harkins 
Michaels past WSO was full of valuable information so I decided to purchase this one as well. I am VERY
impressed with this WSO. I don't want to reveal too much in this review, but video 4 is a traffic method I
haven't used but can see the potential in it so I will begin using it ASAP. 

If anyone else is tired of SEO and constantly losing all your rankings, I would pick this up. It's worth MUCH
more than the price Michael is selling it for.

Wow... I am humbled. Thank you
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Quote:

Originally Posted by blitzbc 
I have to say Michael has done it again! I was lucky enough to receive a review copy of this and I must say
Wow! While at first glance the methods in this WSO seem like the same methods everybody talks about,
what makes this unique is that Michael shows you a way to use these methods effectively and he shows
you what other marketers don't, the right way! If you're on the fence about getting this, don't waste another
minute because the bonuses alone are worth ten times the cost. Thanks Michael!

Glad you dug into it yeah there are some real gems in there... thanks

Quote:

Originally Posted by Shane F 
Bought for same reason as probably most people will. Tired of losing SEO rankings and wasting money.
This is very comprehensive, worth a lot more than Michael is charging and can already see this will help
my business and grow my lists.

Thanks! Shane

Wow such big name reviews. I am so honored. I always do my best to over deliver.
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 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Is it paid traffic or "free traffic"?
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brians34
Active Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2011
Posts: 39
Thanks: 15
Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

The techniques outlined in this series are very easy to implement and I will definitely be using them in my future
campaigns. Thanks Michael for this outstanding WSO. If you haven't purchased Red Hot Traffic Firestorm or are on
the fence, you have to jump right over. You won't believe the great advice given for such a small price.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to brians34
For This Useful Post:
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HyperActive Warrior
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2011
Location: Kent, UK
Posts: 164
Blog Entries: 3
Thanks: 29
Thanked 59 Times in 51 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Hi Michael, 

Thanks for the review copy, just so people know I did get one. This is mainly free traffic, but there are ways that they
can be scaled if you put a bit of money into what you're doing.

The videos give you an overview and then go into an over the shoulder view of Michael's screen to show you a bit
more in depth, so that you can do it for yourself. The one about Reddit, alone, has the potential to bring you
thousands of visitors a month, I made a start on that today.

Rob
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Join Date: 2005
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Posts: 219
Thanks: 75
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 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

I also was given a review copy and i must admit for this price you can't go wrong cause he actually shows you sites
to use to help you gain more traffic and shows step by step how to utilize each site!!!

I learnt a few things I never knew before 

Highly recommended!!!!

However if all you do is watch the videos and don't take action you will gain nothing!!!

My advice is to pick one method and run with it!!!!

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to
slingingshot15 For This
Useful Post:

smjconet
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 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by levyorit 
Is it paid traffic or "free traffic"?

I give you both, and all of it pays for itself right away.
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Join Date: 2013
Posts: 101
Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts

Quote:

Originally Posted by brians34 
The techniques outlined in this series are very easy to implement and I will definitely be using them in my
future campaigns. Thanks Michael for this outstanding WSO. If you haven't purchased Red Hot Traffic
Firestorm or are on the fence, you have to jump right over. You won't believe the great advice given for
such a small price.

Thanks for your recommendation. I put my best into this.

Quote:

Originally Posted by Rob Harris 
Hi Michael, 

Thanks for the review copy, just so people know I did get one. This is mainly free traffic, but there are ways
that they can be scaled if you put a bit of money into what you're doing.

The videos give you an overview and then go into an over the shoulder view of Michael's screen to show
you a bit more in depth, so that you can do it for yourself. The one about Reddit, alone, has the potential to
bring you thousands of visitors a month, I made a start on that today.

Rob

This stuff really works the way I show. Thanks for your review.

Quote:

Originally Posted by slingingshot15 
I also was given a review copy and i must admit for this price you can't go wrong cause he actually shows
you sites to use to help you gain more traffic and shows step by step how to utilize each site!!!

I learnt a few things I never knew before 

Highly recommended!!!!

However if all you do is watch the videos and don't take action you will gain nothing!!!

My advice is to pick one method and run with it!!!!
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Thanks, yeah that's it. You must take action.
The only way to fail is to stop trying...
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Active Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2010
Location: UK
Posts: 68
Thanks: 30
Thanked 24 Times in 23 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

I received a review copy of this.

What you get here is an hour of training, delivered in both video and pdf format, taking you through four methods you
can use to drive traffic to your site. Three of these I was already aware of but Michael adds a new twist, showing you
how you can attract more targeted traffic. The fourth method was totally new to me.

Accompanying this are four bonus products, all recent WSO’s, and all of which will compliment your traffic building
activities. Great package.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to Millie For
This Useful Post:
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Join Date: 2011
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Posts: 146
Thanks: 4
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 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

I have just finished reviewing this product and I have to say as some above WOW. (I got a review copy BTW) and I
am glad I did as I may not have been fortunate enough to be on a list that would take me to this WSO
otherwise.......and I definately glad I did not miss this.

Where in the sales copy you read to the effect " These sources are mainly misunderstood and thus underused"
Then this is a godsend of a WSO as it leaves the door open for those with the new knowledge from this to tap in
extensively and with a solid foundation of understanding on utilising these traffic sources where others are still left in
an air of confusion.

It has certainly opened my eyes to new traffic sources, most I have touched on but never have been very
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Thanked 28 Times in 24 Posts comfortable, preferring Facebook and others, but Facebook I feel is now going to become second fiddle, as my
knowledge has just been expanded and the best of all this is no fluff just great short videos getting straight to the
point.

Thanks Michael and well done the product is an Excellent resource for ALL marketers

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to marcos08
For This Useful Post:

smjconet

 1st October 2014, 02:15 PM   #15

Vikuna2009+
Advanced Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2009
Location: California, an hour
north of L.A.
Posts: 980
Thanks: 513
Thanked 192 Times in 134
Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Did a quick read of my review copy and I must say, it is an eye opener with the different ways you can get traffic. It is
all doable if you can put in the work that is needed and traffic will then come your way.

Some methods are new to me even though I thought I knew it all, lol. Have not yet watched the videos but I am sure
they will be worth it. I was surprised this was priced so low but realized this wso is on a dime sale. If you are
hesitating, hesitate no more!

Eva

  

The Following 2 Users
Say Thank You to
Vikuna2009+ For This
Useful Post:

kasuccess, smjconet

 1st October 2014, 02:31 PM   #16

smjconet
Entrepeneur
War Room Member
 

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by Millie 
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Join Date: 2013
Posts: 101
Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts

I received a review copy of this.

What you get here is an hour of training, delivered in both video and pdf format, taking you through four
methods you can use to drive traffic to your site. Three of these I was already aware of but Michael adds a
new twist, showing you how you can attract more targeted traffic. The fourth method was totally new to me.

Accompanying this are four bonus products, all recent WSO’s, and all of which will compliment your traffic
building activities. Great package.

Yeah the four bonuses are incredible. I was able to secure some really fantastic stuff. thanks for your review.

Quote:

Originally Posted by marcos08 
I have just finished reviewing this product and I have to say as some above WOW. (I got a review copy
BTW) and I am glad I did as I may not have been fortunate enough to be on a list that would take me to this
WSO otherwise.......and I definately glad I did not miss this.

Where in the sales copy you read to the effect " These sources are mainly misunderstood and thus
underused" Then this is a godsend of a WSO as it leaves the door open for those with the new knowledge
from this to tap in extensively and with a solid foundation of understanding on utilising these traffic sources
where others are still left in an air of confusion.

It has certainly opened my eyes to new traffic sources, most I have touched on but never have been very
comfortable, preferring Facebook and others, but Facebook I feel is now going to become second fiddle, as
my knowledge has just been expanded and the best of all this is no fluff just great short videos getting
straight to the point.

Thanks Michael and well done the product is an Excellent resource for ALL marketers

It's amazing to me why more people aren't doing this. Thanks for your post Marcos

Quote:

Originally Posted by Vikuna2009+ 
Did a quick read of my review copy and I must say, it is an eye opener with the different ways you can get
traffic. It is all doable if you can put in the work that is needed and traffic will then come your way.

Some methods are new to me even though I thought I knew it all, lol. Have not yet watched the videos but I
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am sure they will be worth it. I was surprised this was priced so low but realized this wso is on a dime sale. If
you are hesitating, hesitate no more!

Eva

Hi Eva, Thank you for having a look at it. When ever I put one of these together, I'm always fussy about them and
just have to do a bit more. I'm a bit of a perfectionist.. thanks again for reviewing.

  

 1st October 2014, 03:23 PM   #17

Millionbaby
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 21
Thanks: 3
Thanked 3 Times in 3 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Michael, you rocked it !
Everything there was really clear, and detailed . I discovered some NEW sources I never used, or "under-
used"..and..maybe weird to say but, too funny: GUYS, buy this one just for the BONUSES Michael gives YOU !

Michael, keep rocking, happy to know an expert in the field like you man 

Ariel, Mentor Online.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to
Millionbaby For This
Useful Post:

smjconet

 1st October 2014, 03:41 PM   #18

elviira
Enthusiasticus Maximus
War Room Member
 

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

I had a privilege to review this product and boy, I have to say that I really like this! As a blogger and IMer I'm highly
dependent on social media, and these great videos show me exactly how to get highly targeted traffic, and MUCH
that traffic.

There are many handy methods which I'm immediately going to take into use. I thought I know a thing or two about
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Join Date: 2013
Location: Manse, Finland
Posts: 49
Thanks: 63
Thanked 27 Times in 23 Posts

social media, but this product showed me completely new, interesting methods and traffic sources.

I was almost shocked when I saw the price of this product! It's ridiculously cheap compared to the value it gives.

Thank you, Michael, this is a very, very valuable product!

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to elviira For
This Useful Post:

smjconet

 1st October 2014, 04:30 PM   #19

rondeeb
Active Warrior
 
Join Date: 2011
Posts: 33
Thanks: 10
Thanked 7 Times in 7 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

I was fortunate enough to receive a review copy. The course is step by step on everything, you cannot mess up. It is
very easy to follow at any level. The traffic sources are well established and his methods for traffic will work. Red
Hot Traffic Firestorm will be an eye opener to you. You Definitely will get a lot of use out of this course, as well as
Results. That is the main idea with this product. Don't hesitate to buy it, you will see results.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to rondeeb
For This Useful Post:

smjconet

 1st October 2014, 04:42 PM   #20

smjconet
Entrepeneur
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2013

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by Millionbaby 
Michael, you rocked it !
Everything there was really clear, and detailed . I discovered some NEW sources I never used, or "under-
used"..and..maybe weird to say but, too funny: GUYS, buy this one just for the BONUSES Michael gives
YOU !
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Join Date: 2013
Posts: 101
Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts

Michael, keep rocking, happy to know an expert in the field like you man 

Ariel, Mentor Online.

Thanks I'm all about value. I want to make sure that I give a lot more than the price.

Quote:

Originally Posted by elviira 
I had a privilege to review this product and boy, I have to say that I really like this! As a blogger and IMer
I'm highly dependent on social media, and these great videos show me exactly how to get highly targeted
traffic, and MUCH that traffic.

There are many handy methods which I'm immediately going to take into use. I thought I know a thing or
two about social media, but this product showed me completely new, interesting methods and traffic
sources.

I was almost shocked when I saw the price of this product! It's ridiculously cheap compared to the value it
gives.

Thank you, Michael, this is a very, very valuable product!

Thank you Elviira, I know you went over it with a keen eye and appreciate your review. thanks again

Quote:

Originally Posted by rondeeb 
I was fortunate enough to receive a review copy. The course is step by step on everything, you cannot
mess up. It is very easy to follow at any level. The traffic sources are well established and his methods for
traffic will work. Red Hot Traffic Firestorm will be an eye opener to you. You Definitely will get a lot of use out
of this course, as well as Results. That is the main idea with this product. Don't hesitate to buy it, you will
see results.

Hi Ron. It is as is all of my WSOs about action. thanks again
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GregAU
Warrior Member
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2013
Location: Sydney, Australia
Posts: 17
Thanks: 12
Thanked 12 Times in 12 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Hi Michael

I've just picked this up earlier today, because I learnt so much from your previous WSO. 

Top quality stuff! I don't like SEO and have lost rankings in search engines many times before. With the information
you've packed into these videos, anyone can get more traffic without relying on google or any other search engines. 

What I also liked is that there is no "filler" content. Some video courses take forever to get to the point - but not
yours. Your videos are easy to follow and reveal a lot of valuable info quickly.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to GregAU
For This Useful Post:

smjconet

 1st October 2014, 05:08 PM   #22

saulmaraney
Saul Maraney
 

 
Join Date: 2014
Location: Johannesburg, South
Africa
Posts: 44
Thanks: 92
Thanked 30 Times in 27 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Hi Michael,
I bought your WSO because I know that you only put out top notch products.
The information you have packed into this one is unbelievable.
I am very excited to put into action all these incredible strategies you have shared here.
I highly recommend this WSO to everyone.
Keep up the great work!
Regards,
Saul Maraney
Johannesburg, South Africa

  

The Following User Says smjconet
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Thank You to
saulmaraney For This
Useful Post:
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smjconet
Entrepeneur
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 101
Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by GregAU 
Hi Michael

I've just picked this up earlier today, because I learnt so much from your previous WSO. 

Top quality stuff! I don't like SEO and have lost rankings in search engines many times before. With the
information you've packed into these videos, anyone can get more traffic without relying on google or any
other search engines. 

What I also liked is that there is no "filler" content. Some video courses take forever to get to the point - but
not yours. Your videos are easy to follow and reveal a lot of valuable info quickly.

Hi Greg. Thanks for the kind words. It means a lot

Quote:

Originally Posted by saulmaraney 
Hi Michael,
I bought your WSO because I know that you only put out top notch products.
The information you have packed into this one is unbelievable.
I am very excited to put into action all these incredible strategies you have shared here.
I highly recommend this WSO to everyone.
Keep up the great work!
Regards,
Saul Maraney
Johannesburg, South Africa

Thank you Saul I am just so humbled by all the big players with their reviews in this thread. I am honored
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 1st October 2014, 07:20 PM   #24

amreen
HyperActive Warrior
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2009
Location: Somewhere in the
Internet
Posts: 248
Blog Entries: 5
Thanks: 69
Thanked 31 Times in 30 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

I was fortunate enough to receive a review copy from Michael. He revealed some powerful traffic generation
methods, 4 to be precise; and any one of these has the power to generate tons of traffic to your destination. What I
love about Michael is his power to make you understand every bit if it- he has ability to lay out everything in such a
manner that a newbie'st of newbie could implement his methods!

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to amreen
For This Useful Post:

smjconet

 1st October 2014, 07:28 PM   #25

Enfusia
Senior Warrior Member
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 1,239
Thanks: 250
Thanked 898 Times in 518
Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Hi Michael,

If I may please;

1. Your copy says 5,000. 10,000 or 15,000. Is that per day, month or week?

2. The sources you espouse, do you show how to use them long term so we don't get kicked off of them? 
This happens many times with a lot of tactics.
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Posts
Thank you, Patrick

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to Enfusia
For This Useful Post:

smjconet

 1st October 2014, 07:36 PM   #26

smjconet
Entrepeneur
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 101
Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by amreen 
I was fortunate enough to receive a review copy from Michael. He revealed some powerful traffic generation
methods, 4 to be precise; and any one of these has the power to generate tons of traffic to your destination.
What I love about Michael is his power to make you understand every bit if it- he has ability to lay out
everything in such a manner that a newbie'st of newbie could implement his methods!

Thanks Amreen, I try to keep things as straight forward as is possible. 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Enfusia 
Hi Michael,

If I may please;

1. Your copy says 5,000. 10,000 or 15,000. Is that per day, month or week?

2. The sources you espouse, do you show how to use them long term so we don't get kicked off of them? 
This happens many times with a lot of tactics.

Thank you, Patrick

Well the traffic generated depends how much one wants to pursue it. Yes you could easily bring 15000 visitors a
week depending on your action and it can be outsourced easily.
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The methods I am showing all are well within the TOS and guide lines for these sources I even talk about that and
show those rules and how to work within them.
In fact, I show how to do this using their tools that they make available to everyone.

Last edited on 1st October 2014 at 07:37 PM. Reason: spelling

  

 1st October 2014, 07:43 PM   #27

mikehuff
HyperActive Warrior
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2011
Location: Seattle, WA, USA
Posts: 279
Thanks: 48
Thanked 109 Times in 89 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

I also received a review copy and I'm really glad I did.

Michael goes way in depth on a few really solid methods that I'm now super ready to dive into.
Ones I hadn't really given much thought to before. Appreciate that Mike!!

With a proper offer, there's NO REASON you can't profit from using these tactics. 

I recommend you pick this one up and USE it. That last part is key.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to mikehuff
For This Useful Post:

smjconet
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smjconet
Entrepeneur
War Room Member
 

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by mikehuff 
I also received a review copy and I'm really glad I did.
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Join Date: 2013
Posts: 101
Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts

Michael goes way in depth on a few really solid methods that I'm now super ready to dive into.
Ones I hadn't really given much thought to before. Appreciate that Mike!!

With a proper offer, there's NO REASON you can't profit from using these tactics. 

I recommend you pick this one up and USE it. That last part is key.

Thanks Mike It's all about action. But it really doesn't take much. and can be routine work.

  

 1st October 2014, 09:12 PM   #29

sidb
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2014
Posts: 12
Thanks: 14
Thanked 11 Times in 11 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

I see more of testimonials rather than feedbacks 
How much time it takes to implement to get 10k visitors to our site.

I read in the forum that we can outsource it.. 
Does it mean putting our links in very many places ?
Thanks 
Sid

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to sidb For
This Useful Post:

smjconet

 1st October 2014, 09:45 PM   #30

smjconet
Entrepeneur
War Room Member
 

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Hi Sid Glad you asked. As I mentioned in the Sales letter above it takes about an hour a day to generate thousands
of visitors per week. I addressed this question also in post #26 when it was asked then. 

No you don't have to put your links in many places you just work the 4 traffic sources I mention in the course. Or you
can do one and move on to the next. It's really up to you.
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Join Date: 2013
Posts: 101
Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts

Thanks again, 
Michael

  

 1st October 2014, 10:16 PM   #31

zoro
Online for Offline
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2008
Location: Qld. Australia.
Posts: 901
Blog Entries: 4
Thanks: 148
Thanked 171 Times in 143
Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Is this traffic able to target to Offline small businesses, or is it more about the IM and MMOL niche?

How much learning is required before one can make a success from this traffic method.?

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to zoro For
This Useful Post:

smjconet
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Dan723
Active Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2011
Location: PA
Posts: 65

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Hi,

I've got a quick question. You mentioned that it takes about an hour a day to get several thousand visitors a week.
However, how long would I need to have but in that hour a day before I could reasonably expect to see the kinds of
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Posts: 65
Thanks: 0
Thanked 12 Times in 11 Posts

results you mentioned?

Would I need to work an hour a day for several months, or are such results typical after a shorter period of time?

Thanks!

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to Dan723
For This Useful Post:

smjconet
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Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by zoro 
Is this traffic able to target to Offline small businesses, or is it more about the IM and MMOL niche?

How much learning is required before one can make a success from this traffic method.?

Thanks for the question and if I understand you, all of these sources can be used for offline businesses. The offline
business would have to have some sort of online presents or there would be no place to send the visitors to. You
can target any niche.

Quote:

Originally Posted by Dan723 
Hi,

I've got a quick question. You mentioned that it takes about an hour a day to get several thousand visitors a
week. However, how long would I need to have but in that hour a day before I could reasonably expect to
see the kinds of results you mentioned?

Would I need to work an hour a day for several months, or are such results typical after a shorter period of
time?
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Thanks!

Hi Dan,
The traffic generation is right away and on going.
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AKhann
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2014
Location: UK
Posts: 13
Thanks: 13
Thanked 10 Times in 10 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

First I must state that I received a review copy. When I downloaded this product, I watched all the videos in one
sitting. I got addicted to the content Michael put into this WSO. I especially like video 4....I didn't even know about that
traffic source! 

Great job on this WSO Michael, I know that anyone who buys will not be disappointed. 

Arbab

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to AKhann
For This Useful Post:

smjconet
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AM   #35

rrs007
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2009
Posts: 15
Thanks: 0
Thanked 2 Times in 2 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Is it about paid traffic or is it about free traffic ? Social media traffic ?
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The Following User Says
Thank You to rrs007 For
This Useful Post:

smjconet
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smjconet
Entrepeneur
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 101
Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by AKhann 
First I must state that I received a review copy. When I downloaded this product, I watched all the videos in
one sitting. I got addicted to the content Michael put into this WSO. I especially like video 4....I didn't even
know about that traffic source! 

Great job on this WSO Michael, I know that anyone who buys will not be disappointed. 

Arbab

Hi Arbab, Thanks for taking a look. I think it's pretty great and is selling like... well a Firestorm haha

Quote:

Originally Posted by rrs007 
Is it about paid traffic or is it about free traffic ? Social media traffic ?

Hi thanks for the questions, I have your answers in the post #2 FAQs,
The traffic is Free
Some of the traffic sources can utilize social media.

  

 2nd October 2014, 06:40
AM   #37

diogoim
Warrior Member
 

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

WOW i gone through a lot of traffic courses lately, none, and i mean NONE of them delivered. Michael Jones
teachings and the strategies that he apply are unique to me. 
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Join Date: 2013
Posts: 26
Thanks: 8
Thanked 11 Times in 11 Posts

Yes it works, yes i have implemented them, and because it is so targeted, i am already seeing conversions. If you
cobine all these 4 traffic sources together, the way he teaches you to, and with the appropriate folllow up sequence
in place, you will start to make sales and adding buyers to your list, that simple.

This is pure gold,

Thank you Michael for another great product and superb support.

Diogo

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to diogoim
For This Useful Post:

smjconet
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cotguy
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Nevada
Posts: 19
Thanks: 122
Thanked 17 Times in 14 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

I was sent a review copy even though I'm not familiar with the author.

The course has 7 videos and a large but for the most part easy to read PDF book. So it is very comprehensive and
detailed which I appreciate.

Lots of tips and real world examples and advice are shared for both newbie and more advanced marketer. 

Personally, I did not carry for the firestorm graphic on each PDF page but that is a minor issue. 

I highly recommend this traffic course to help your business.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to cotguy For
This Useful Post:

smjconet

 2nd October 2014, 10:32
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 2nd October 2014, 10:32
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smjconet
Entrepeneur
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 101
Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by diogoim 
WOW i gone through a lot of traffic courses lately, none, and i mean NONE of them delivered. Michael
Jones teachings and the strategies that he apply are unique to me. 

Yes it works, yes i have implemented them, and because it is so targeted, i am already seeing
conversions. If you cobine all these 4 traffic sources together, the way he teaches you to, and with the
appropriate folllow up sequence in place, you will start to make sales and adding buyers to your list, that
simple.

This is pure gold,

Thank you Michael for another great product and superb support.

Diogo

Hi Diogo, Thank you for your review above. I really worked on it to make sure that everything works the way I say it
should. 

Quote:

Originally Posted by cotguy 
I was sent a review copy even though I'm not familiar with the author.

The course has 7 videos and a large but for the most part easy to read PDF book. So it is very
comprehensive and detailed which I appreciate.

Lots of tips and real world examples and advice are shared for both newbie and more advanced marketer. 

Personally, I did not carry for the firestorm graphic on each PDF page but that is a minor issue. 

I highly recommend this traffic course to help your business.

Hi, Sorry about the graphic design. I'm just not a good artist. But I make up for it in training . Thanks for the kind
words. Next time I'll hire a real artist and leave the graphics to them... haha
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Mark-Dickenson
Advanced Warrior
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2008
Location: Downtown Seattle
Posts: 942
Thanks: 53
Thanked 343 Times in 168
Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

I received a review copy but haven't had a chance to check it out...but I really liked his Viral Social Alchemy product
so I am sure this product is just as good.

He knows his stuff

-Mark

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to Mark-
Dickenson For This
Useful Post:

smjconet
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smjconet
Entrepeneur
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 101

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by Mark-Dickenson 
I received a review copy but haven't had a chance to check it out...but I really liked his Viral Social Alchemy
product so I am sure this product is just as good.

He knows his stuff

-Mark
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Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts Thanks Mark That is kind of you to say.

Last edited on 2nd October 2014 at 01:55 PM. Reason: spelling
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cianci1129
Active Warrior
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2014
Location: USA
Posts: 42
Thanks: 36
Thanked 18 Times in 15 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

I went through Michael's product Red Hot Fire Storm, and I can honestly say this product delivers by providing
content I have not ever seen before! If you're serious about getting buyers for free and knowing what most
marketers are not doing, this product is a must.

This product will allow a traffic novice to get up and running without having to suffer through a bunch of failed
attempts first.

In short, I recommend it. Quality product for sure.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to cianci1129
For This Useful Post:

smjconet
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VmaNx
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2013
Location: Ohio
Posts: 14
Thanks: 38
Thanked 21 Times in 14 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Does this involve youtube?
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Thank You to VmaNx For
This Useful Post:
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War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2008
Location: Qld. Australia.
Posts: 901
Blog Entries: 4
Thanks: 148
Thanked 171 Times in 143
Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by smjconet 
Thanks for the question and if I understand you, all of these sources can be used for offline businesses.
The offline business would have to have some sort of online presents or there would be no place to send
the visitors to. You can target any niche.

I think you misunderstood some of my questions:

1) I want to target Offline businesses by sending them to my squeeze page

2) I want to be able to automate or hands-off as much as possible

3) How much study and/or trial and error will I need to apply before I see results ( I'm too old for too much more
learning .. lol)

I know your course is only $9 bucks but lately I bought so many CRAP WSO's that now I'm a bit more wary.

Please advise, thanks.

  

The Following 2 Users
Say Thank You to zoro
For This Useful Post:

smjconet, VmaNx
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Entrepeneur
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 101
Thanks: 110
Thanked 47 Times in 38 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by cianci1129 
I went through Michael's product Red Hot Fire Storm, and I can honestly say this product delivers by
providing content I have not ever seen before! If you're serious about getting buyers for free and knowing
what most marketers are not doing, this product is a must.

This product will allow a traffic novice to get up and running without having to suffer through a bunch of failed
attempts first.

In short, I recommend it. Quality product for sure.

Thanks for the write up. I'm glad you liked it.

Quote:

Originally Posted by VmaNx 
Does this involve youtube?

No Video traffic included. 

Quote:

Originally Posted by zoro 
I think you misunderstood some of my questions:

1) I want to target Offline businesses by sending them to my squeeze page
Yes with 2 possibly 3 of the methods you can target offline business if they are active online. Otherwise no
online traffic will reach them.

2) I want to be able to automate or hands-off as much as possible
Yes it all can be outsourced It is easily explained and actionable.

3) How much study and/or trial and error will I need to apply before I see results ( I'm too old for too much
more learning .. lol)
No Trial and error that is point of the in depth training.

I know your course is only $9 bucks but lately I bought so many CRAP WSO's that now I'm a bit more
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wary.

Please advise, thanks.

Hi Zoro, Please see my answers in red. I hope I understand better what you were asking and thanks for restating the
questions. Have a great Friday.
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Rich Roberts
HyperActive Warrior
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Bushkill, PA
Posts: 166
Thanks: 21
Thanked 18 Times in 17 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Does anyone have any results from this product? It seems like it is great but I don't hear about anyone that is putting
this resource into action.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to Rich
Roberts For This Useful
Post:

smjconet
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TrueBrit
Warrior Member
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2009

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Quote:

Originally Posted by levyorit 
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Join Date: 2009
Location: Moved to USA Feb
2011 from the UK
Posts: 14
Thanks: 20
Thanked 8 Times in 7 Posts

Is it paid traffic or "free traffic"?

See post 2 

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to TrueBrit
For This Useful Post:

smjconet
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brianbg123
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2012
Posts: 0
Thanks: 0
Thanked 7 Times in 7 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Michael's previous work, Viral Social Achemy, was a "hit'em out of the park" masterpiece. For less than 10 bucks,
he "gave away" a 60+ page mini-business plan. It was step by step, and as goof proof a guide as you'll find on
setting up your own online business using viral social media. I wasn't surprised to hear it sold hundreds of copies
and made WSO of the day. If you didn't pick it up then, do so now. It's that good.

His latest release, "Red Hot Fire Storm" is even better. I've been asked to review it, and am pleased to. If you've had
it to your wits end with Google and its business destroying SEO tactics, then this is your holy grail - the answer to
your traffic problems. In it you'll find 4 techniques that'll bring in more active targeted buying traffic than you'll know
what to do with. Literally hordes of buyers - in the thousands and thousands (depending on how big you want to get).

Each technique is fully explained... ready to implement. Michael takes you by the hand and leads you along, step by
simple step. All you need do is apply some "elbow grease". OR, NOT. If you don't feel like busting your gut, DON'T.
Just fire the whole thing off to your outsourcing person, and tell him or her to implement it. It's that simply and clearly
explained. Perfect for a Virtual Assistant to work on. 

Instant traffic... by the thousands. Buying traffic. No more Google headache. All business owners will find value here.
Newbies, especially, will love this product. And heads up go getter types will do well by combining this guy's prior
work, Viral Social Alchemy, with Red Hot Fire Storm - it'll have them charging out of the gate way ahead of the pack.

My recommendation to you? Get both. You'll be glad you did.
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 3rd October 2014, 01:30 AM   #49

Dan723
Active Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2011
Location: PA
Posts: 65
Thanks: 0
Thanked 12 Times in 11 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Hi,

I purchased the main product. Are the additional traffic sources in the first OTO free or paid?

Thanks

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to Dan723
For This Useful Post:

smjconet
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Mercynew
Warrior Member
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Cologne
Posts: 27
Thanks: 145
Thanked 29 Times in 24 Posts

 Re: Tap Into Huge Traffic: Bring 15,000 Highly Targeted Vewers to Your Lists & Offers. I'll Show You

Hi,

do the methods works only in englisch countrys?

Thanks
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